Local perturbations of individual metabolic reactions may result in different levels of lethality, depending on their roles in metabolism and the size of subsequent cascades induced by their failure. Moreover, essentiality of individual metabolic reactions may show large variations within and across species. Here we quantify their essentialities in hundreds of species by computing the growth rate after removal of individual and pairs of reactions by flux balance analysis. We find that about 10% of reactions are essential, i.e., growth stops without them, and most of the remaining reactions are redundant in the metabolic network of each species. This large-scale and cross-species study allows us to determine ad hoc ages of each reaction and species. We find that when a reaction is older and contained in younger species, the reaction is more likely to be essential. Such correlations of essentiality with the ages of reactions and species may be attributable to the evolution of cellular metabolism, in which alternative pathways are recruited to ensure the stability of important reactions to various degrees across species.
I. INTRODUCTION
The persistent generation and consumption of matter and energy by numerous cellular components despite internal and external perturbations are crucial to the survival and reproduction of all living organisms. The topology and dynamics of cellular networks afford this stability as demonstrated in previous works about the effects of network structure on the functionality and regulation of cellular networks [1] [2] [3] , the functional plasticity and redundancy of metabolic networks for stability after environmental changes [4] [5] [6] [7] , the effect of environmental condition on gene and reaction essentiality [8] [9] [10] [11] and maintenance of stability after multiple knockouts [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Metabolic networks represent collections of a large number of reactions converting numerous metabolites toward generation of biomass and energy. Because a metabolite can be processed by multiple reactions and a reaction involves multiple metabolites, the topology of metabolic networks is complicated. Although they are generally stable, some reactions and metabolites may yield abnormal fluxes and concentrations owing to stochasticity and perturbations. Local perturbations may lead to system-level malfunctioning via cascades of failures. In contrast, inactivation of some reactions may not be lethal if alternative pathways can replace the functions that the inactivated reactions had been performing. Given that individual metabolic reactions play a variety of roles specified by their physical, chemical, and biological characteristics and thus have different importance and essentiality, understanding which reactions may cause global damage in a given metabolic network is an essential step toward understanding the stability of cellular networks.
Studying the network level stability of cellular metabolism in a single species such as Escherichia coli [1, 10, 16] or yeast [4, 7, 12, 13] may be insufficient. Cellular metabolism has evolved across species on a long term scale, developing various pathways and thereby enhancing stability [17] [18] [19] . A metabolic network of a single species may be only one of many possible implementations of metabolism that evolves differently contingent upon the perturbations imposed on the species. Thus, failure of the same reaction or at the same metabolite in a network may yield different lethality in different species. In this regard, we computed the effects of inactivation of each single reaction and each pair of reactions within the framework of flux balance analysis (FBA) [20] [21] [22] to quantify their essentiality rates in hundreds of species. The metabolic networks of those species are obtained from the BioCyc database [23] . Each reaction is classified as essential, active, or redundant depending on its contribution to biomass generation. Moreover, a pair of reactions are regarded as a backup pair for each other if their synthetic contribution is larger than the sum of the individual ones.
The distribution of such essentiality grades over reactions and species is far from random, revealing the evolutionary pressures imposed on the metabolism. Defining the popularity of a reaction as its evolutionary age and the proportion of young, less popular, reactions in a species as its species age, we find that a reaction is more likely to be essential when its age is older and when it is present in a younger species. Given that the essentiality of a reaction depends on its intrinsic physicochemical features and on its connection to other reactions and metabolites; this result is an evidence that cellular metabolism has evolved toward enhancing stability by recruiting alternative metabolic pathways against diverse perturbations. Our study reveals that large-scale crossspecies research can greatly contribute to understanding the evolution of cellular metabolism from the standpoint of their stability subject to a changing environment. We consider a total of N R = 6911 distinct reactions that are found in at least one of N S = 386 species. These species were selected because they contain a sufficient number of reactions and biomass components satisfying the criterion introduced in Appendix A. Let us denote N R (s) as the number of reactions contained in species s. For each reaction r i (s) (i = 1, · · · , N R (s)) of species s (s = 1, · · · , N S ), we determine its essentiality grade G ri (s) as one of five discrete levels i)− v) defined below. To perform this task, we selected 129 core biomass components indexed as b i = 1, · · · , N B = 129 from six species whose metabolic networks are extensively investigated as stated in Appendix B. Those core biomass components serve as the bases for determining the essentiality grade of each reaction.
For each species s = 1, · · · , N S , using FBA, we check whether each biomass component {b i } is produced or not. Then we let only the produced components participate in the species-specific biomass synthesis reaction. For instance, if species s produces biomass components b 3 , b 7 , and b 41 , then the biomass synthesis reaction is given as
−−−→ biomass, where g w (s) is the flux of the synthesis reaction and equivalent to the growth rate of that species as a wild type. To determine essentiality grade G r (s) of individual reaction r for certain species s, we remove reaction r and then calculate the growth rate by FBA, and the result is denoted as g r (s). i) If g r (s) = 0, reaction r is regarded as essential and its essentiality grade is given as G r (s) = E: Inhibition of reaction r prevents species s from growing.
ii) If g r (s) = 0 but g r (s) < g w (s), reaction r is regarded as active and the essentiality grade is expressed as G r (s) = A: Inhibition of reaction r reduces the growth rate but is not so lethal that the organism would stop growing.
iii) If g r (s) = g w (s), the reaction r is regarded as redundant (G r (s) = R): Biomass generation is not affected by the inhibition of reaction r.
iv) If reaction r is present but not connected to any biomass component, it is regarded as isolated (G r (s) = I).
v) If reaction r is absent in species s, its essentality grade is set to nonpresent (G r (s) = N ), i.e., absent.
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) show the essentiality grades of some reactions in two species. Dihydrofolate reductase, which reduces dihydrofolic acid to tetrahydrofolic acid, is active in Escherichia coli but essential in Agrobacterium tumefaciens C58. Different grades are also seen for thymidine kinase, thymidylate synthase, and thymidylate kinase, which are redundant in E. coli but essential in A. tumefaciens C58. The reduction in growth rate g w (s) − g r (s) caused by inhibition of a certain reaction r can be a measure of its global damage. Similarly, we consider the reduction in growth rate g w (s) − g r,r (s) caused by the simultaneous inhibition of two reactions r and r to determine whether they cooperate as a backup pair. If reactions r and r contribute independently to biomass generation, then g w (s) − g r,r (s) would be equal to the sum of indi-vidual damages g w (s)−g r (s) and g w (s)−g r (s). Nontheless, if g w (s) − g r,r (s) is greater than (g w (s) − g r (s)) + (g w (s) − g r (s)), the inhibition of either r or r alone is not as lethal due to the enhanced contribution of the remaining reaction r or r , respectively. This dependence can reduce the damage compared to that without the enhancement; the two reactions are not independent but back each other up. Therefore, we regard two reactions r and r as backup if they satisfy
Eq. (1) indicates that two backup reactions can partially substitute for each other in their overall contribution to biomass generation. Therefore, their simultaneous inactivation is more lethal than expected from individual damage. Some examples of backup reactions are given in Fig. 1 
(c).
We find that the proportion of essential reactions per species is E(s) = 9.7 ± 3.5%, that of active reactions is A(s) = 1.3 ± 1.8%, the proportion of isolated reactions is I(s) = 1.6 ± 0.4%, and that of redundant reactions is R(s) = 87 ± 4.5% as shown in Fig. 2 (a). Their small standard deviations across species and weak variation across phyla shown in Fig. 2 (b) point to the robustness of these proportions. A large proportion of redundant reactions may be related to the reported redundancy of many metabolism-related genes in yeast [6, 13, 24] .
The proportion of backup reaction pairs is B P (s) = 0.074 ± 0.0056%. Most species studied in this paper belong to the bacteria domain and only two species to Archaea and three to Eukarya, but the proportion of backup pairs significantly varies from domain to domain: Archaea have the smallest proportion of backup pairs, and Eukarya have the largest proportion [ Fig. 2(c) ]. In this regard, it has been argued that Archaea live in extreme and narrowly defined environments and thus do not need to have large sets of backup pairs [25, 26] . The variation of the proportion of backup pairs across phyla is presented in Fig. 2 
(d).

III. EVOLUTIONARY AGES OF REACTIONS AND SPECIES
To introduce the ages of reactions and species, we first consider distribution P S (N R (s)) of the number of reactions N R (s) over species s. The distribution shown in Fig. 3(a) is centered on the mean value about 1090, implying that the numbers of reactions present in different species are almost homogeneous around the mean value. Next, we consider the number of species N S (r) that contain reaction r in their metabolism. After that, we count the number of reactions N R (N S (r)) that belong to N S (r) distinct species; this relation is shown as a function of N S (r) in Fig. 3(b) . It follows a broad distribution, which implies that a few reactions belong to a large number of species, whereas many other reactions are present in only a few species. Such heterogeneous frequencies may be rooted in the difference of time points when distinct reactions were introduced into the metabolic networks of certain living species. The reactions that appear in many species are expected to play a central role in the metabolism since the early period of its evolution. In contrast, reactions that appear in a few species may have been introduced only recently to perform functions required by selected species and their environments. Therefore, the number of species N S (r) that contain a certain reaction r in their metabolism divided by the total number of species studied in this work N S may represent the evolutionary age of reaction r, denoted as y r , i.e.,
Thus, Eq. (2) implies that old reactions were inherited by many contemporary species. If reactions are introduced to cope with environmental requirements, the distribution of reaction age in a species may depend on the environments of its ancestors and the metabolic evolution realized in the lineage. If a species has mostly old reactions and only a few young reactions, then the species may have had insufficient time to enrich its metabolism by recruiting new reactions or little motivation to do so owing to a rich environment. Therefore, how young the reactions present in a species are may represent the degree of metabolic evolution or evolutionary age of the species. We define evolutionary age y s of species s as
where R(s) is the set of reactions contained in the metabolism of species s. 1−y r is the proportion of species that do not have reaction r; and N R (s) is the number of reactions present in species s. Consequently, old species with large y s contain many young reactions; they have evolved considerably to possess many young, and possibly noncore reactions that play specific roles required by their surroundings. The distribution of species age is given in Fig. 3(c) . The populations of species at a middle age are dominant. We find that Trypanosoma brucei and E. coli are the oldest among the species we studied, whose y s are 0.63 and 0.62, respectively, whereas Wolbachia pipientis and Ehrlichia ruminantium Welgevonden are the youngest with ages 0.21 and 0.22, respectively. We remark that the species age defined here and even the order among different species may not be consistent with the real age of species in the phylogenetic tree of life but represents the degree of evolution of the metabolic reactions. Nevertheless as shown later, various properties of cellular metabolism manifest strong dependence on their species age in a systematic manner, suggesting that this ad hoc species evolutionary age may be a reasonable representation for evolutionary studies.
In Fig. 3(d) , the number of reactions N R (s) contained in species s tends to increase with the species age y s as expected from our definitions of reaction age and species age. Whereas, old reactions appear in all species regardless of the number of reactions present in them, young reactions appear only in the species having a large number of reactions, which are assigned large values of y s according to Eq. (3). The Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) between the average number of reactions N R (s) ys for the species of age y s and age y s is as large as 0.86. Similarly, the number of biomass components N B (s) available in each species increases with the species age with the PCC = 0.68 as shown in Fig. 3(d) . This correlation may originate in the strong correlation between N B (s) and N R (s) (PCC = 0.84).
IV. THE ESSENTIALITY LANDSCAPE ON THE SPECIES-AND REACTION-AGE PLANE
How the essentiality grade of a reaction depends on its reaction age and the age of species that it is contained in can be understood by drawing essentiality landscapes [ Fig. 4 ], in which probabilities P yr,ys (G) that a reaction of age y r present in a species of age y s has grade G = E, A and I are shown. It is noteworthy that probability P yr,ys (E) to be essential appears large in the region of old reaction age, particularly, in the region of young ages of species as shown in Fig. 4(a) . Probability P yr,ys (A) of the active grade is distributed over the entire region in Fig. 4(b) . Probability P yr,ys (I) for the isolated grade becomes large in the region of young reaction age and species age as depicted in Fig. 4(c) , respectively. Such correlations between the essentiality grades and ages of reaction and species can be further analyzed by projecting them onto the space of species age or reaction age only, as discussed below, providing deep insights into the evolutionary origin of the essentiality landscape illustrated in Fig. 4 . 
A. Popularity of essential reactions in young species
The number of essential reactions in the metabolism of a species can be an indicator of the vulnerability of the metabolism to perturbations. Along this line of reasoning, it would be interesting to identify the determinants of the number of essential reactions. Given that the essentiality of a reaction is determined by its contribution to the biomass production, a species with more biomass components is likely to have a larger number of essential reactions (PCC = 0.188, P = 0.0002) as shown in Fig. 5(a) . Moreover, older species have more reactions and more biomass components [ Fig. 3(d) ]. Thus, one could expect the older species to have a larger number of essential reactions, if only the number of biomass components were responsible for the variation in the number of essential reactions across species. Counterintuitively, this is not the case; it is illustrated in Fig. 5(b) that older species tend to have smaller numbers of essential reactions (PCC=−0.22).
The major difference between old and young species may be found in the distribution of reaction ages in their metabolic networks. A certain reaction is essential if it is involved in biomass generation pathways and its absence is not backed up by alternative pathways. We conjecture that young reactions, which are abundant in old species according to Eq. (3), tend to supplement old reactions, preventing inactivation of the latter from being lethal: Young species, which have a small number of young reactions, may have had insufficient time to develop such alternative pathways and are thus less stable than old species. This reasoning also suggests that metabolic networks have evolved to enhance stability by recruiting alternative pathways.
Although the number of active reactions per species does not show a significant correlation with species age as shown in Fig. 5(b) , the number of backup pairs was found to be small in old species [ Fig. 5(b) ]. Reasoning similar to the one regarding the dependence of the number of essential reactions on the species age can be applied. If one of two reactions in a backup pair is inactivated, the other reaction plays a crucial role in diminishing the growth rate reduction. If they are simultaneously inactivated, there are no alternative pathways; therefore the reduction in the growth rate is larger than that expected from individual inactivation. Therefore, the abundance of such backup pairs in young species may be attributed to insufficient pathways. Connecting two reactions if they process the same metabolite, when the shared metabolite is processed by no more than four distinct reactions, one can construct a network of metabolic reactions only [27] , which represents the reaction-level pathways for perturbation spreading. Local connectivity k r (s), the number of neighboring reactions, of reaction r in the metabolic-reaction network of species s and its average k(s) across all reactions, which we call the global connectivity of the species, can be therefore closely related to the stability of the metabolism of a species. Although old species have many reactions (both old and young reactions), the global connectivity was found to be smaller in older species than in younger species as presented in Fig. 5(c) . The number of essential reactions per species positively correlates with the global connectivity as shown in Fig. 5(d) .
B. High essentiality of old reactions in young species
When a large number of reactions in each metabolic network is intricately wired, the essentiality of individual reactions depends on the intrinsic features of each reaction and on the organization of the metabolic network, as illustrated by our cross-species analysis. We introduce likelihood E r as a proportion of species in which reaction r is essential among the species containing it in their metabolism. Then, E r increases with reaction age y r as depicted in Fig. 6(a) . This behavior suggests that older reactions are more likely to be important. After that, we consider the average local connectivity of reaction r over different species containing it as a function of reaction age y r , denoted as k r (y r ). It was found that k r tends to be large for old reactions [ Fig. 6(b) ]. Because old reactions are more likely to be essential as shown in Fig. 6(a) , reactions connected to many other reactions are more likely to be essential than those connected to few, as confirmed weakly in Fig. 6(c) . On the other hand, the lower mean connectivity of younger reactions allows us to understand the origin of low mean connectivity of old species [ Fig. 5(c)] .
Next, we introduce backup availablity (denoted as B A (r)) as the proportion of species that contain at least one backup partner of reaction r among all species possessing reaction r. It is illustrated in Fig. 6(d) that the reactions with larger k r are more likely to have higher backup availability. Given the positive correlation between average local connectivity k r and reaction age y r in Fig. 6(a) , one can then expect that old reactions will have higher backup availability than young reactions, as confirmed below.
From the observations that young species have a larger number of essential reactions [ Fig. 5(b) ] and that old reactions are more likely to be essential [Fig 6(a) ], we infer that the likelihood of being essential will be large for old reactions located in young species' metabolic networks. Probabilities P yr (E) and P ys (E) that a reaction in a species is essential at reaction age y r and species age y s , respectively, are shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b), and confirm this expectation. Note that P yr (E) is related to P yr,ys (E) given in Fig. 4 by the relation P yr (E) = ys P yr,ys (E)P yr (y s ) with P yr (y s ) being the probability of a reaction of age y r to be present in a species of age y s .
Such variations in essentiality depending on reaction age and species age reveal that there exist two major determinants of essentiality. One is the functional importance of a reaction in cellular metabolism: Old reactions are likely to be important, to contribute to the production of biomass components, and to be connected to many other reactions, resulting in the positive correlation between the probability of a reaction to be essential and reaction age. Most of nonessential reactions are redundant ones, as seen in Fig. 2 . Therefore the probability of a reaction to be redundant appears to negatively correlate with the reaction age as shown in Fig. 7(c) . The other determinant is related to the likelihood of development of alternative pathways, which varies from species to species. If inactivation of a reaction does not significantly affect the rest of the metabolism owing to the presence of alternative pathways, it will not remain essential but is classified here as active or redundant and may have backup partners. Alternative pathways are more likely to develop in old species that have had sufficient time for evolution. Therefore, the probability that a reaction is essential decreases with species age, whereas the FIG. 7. The probability of a reaction to be essential, redundant, and to have backup partners versus reaction age and species age. (a) Probability Py r (E) of reaction r in a species to be essential as a function of its age yr. The PCC between Py r (E) and yr is 0.244. (b) Pobability Py s (E) of a reaction in species s to be essential as a function of species age ys. They correlate negatively (PCC = −0.718). (c) Probability Py r (R) of reaction r in a species to be redundant as a function of its age yr. They correlate negatively and the PCC is −0.695 with P = 0.005. (d) Probability Py s (R) of a reaction in species s to be essential as a function of species age ys. They correlate positively (PCC = 0.661). (e) Probability Py r (BA) that a reaction of age yr has one or more backup partners in a species. The PCC between Py r (BA) and yr is 0.119. (f) Probability Py s (BA) that a reaction has one or more backup partners in a species of age ys. The PCC between Py s (BA) and ys is negative as −0.377.
probability to be redundant increases with species age, as demonstrated in Figs. 7(b) and 7(d). Simultaneous inactivation of a pair of backup reactions may be considered for biomass generation; this notion leads us to the hypothesis that the likelihood that a reaction has a backup partner reaction manifests the same dependence on the reaction age and species age as essentiality does, as supported by Figs. 7(e) and 7(f).
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Here we computationally investigated the lethality of inhibiting individual reactions in the metabolic networks of hundreds of species. The effect on biomass generation was used to quantify the lethality, which was found to depend on the organization of alternative pathways and the importance of the reaction. Our study revealed universal categorization: ∼ 10% of the reactions in each species are essential, and the remaining 90% are redundant, which may be an important characteristic of the risk management strategy of cellular metabolism against internal or external perturbations. We assigned evolutionary age to each reaction and species; this approach enables us to estimate when a reaction was introduced to the metabolism and to evaluate the degree of evolution of the metabolic network of each species. These parameters are useful for understanding the lethality landscape across reactions and species.
We found a significant negative correlation between the number of essential reactions in a species and its age; this result suggests that young reactions are abundant in old species and prevent local perturbations from affecting the metabolism globally, thereby helping to enhance the stability of cellular metabolism. At the level of individual reactions, the likelihood that a reaction in a species is essential was found to be large if the reaction is old, because old reactions are likely to be important and responsible for core functions in the metabolism, and small if the species is old, because the species is equipped with alternative pathways protecting important reactions. These results suggest that the metabolic network has evolved by recruiting new reactions and pathways to reduce the lethality of losing important reactions to some extent depending on the environmental requirements imposed on the species. The cross-species characteristics of individual reactions obtained in our study can be considered intrinsic features and can have potential applications in medicine and drug discovery by allowing an investigator to classify and rank metabolic reactions in terms of their importance and stability.
This study can be extended in diverse directions for deeper understanding of the stability of metabolic networks. The use of an ideally rich medium for our FBA computation might have led us to a relatively small set of essential reactions in each species; larger sets of reactions could be identified as essential depending on the specific composition of various poor media. In addition to the FBA computation, the study of the pathways linking external compounds to the biomass components and the frequency with which a reaction participates in different pathways can offer another layer of knowledge on the essentiality of reactions. 
APPENDIX A: DATASETS AND THE EXACT EXPRESSIONS FOR THE MEASURED QUANTITIES
We constructed the metabolic networks in a bipartite form consisting of metabolic reactions r and metabolites c with adjacency matrix A s,(bi) cr = 1 or 0 for 506 species by means of the BioCyc database, version 13.1. Let us denote the set of species we studied by S. We considered set B of 129 biomass components identified in at least one of the following species Bacillus subtilis, E. coli, Helicobacter pylori, Staphylococcus aureus, Methanosarcina barkeri, and Saccharomyces cerevisiae. We checked whether each of them is generated in the metabolic network of each species by FBA to obtain the matrix A (B) sc = 1 or 0, indicating whether component c is produced in the metabolic network of species s in an ideally rich medium. The details of this FBA are described in the next section. As a result, we have the set B(s) = {b ∈ B|A (B) cs = 1}. Set R denotes the compilation of all 7919 reactions appearing in at least one species, and we have another matrix, the reaction−species matrix, A rs = 1 or 0, indicating whether reaction r appears in the metabolic network of species s. Therefore, we obtain the set of reactions R(s) = {r ∈ R|A rs = 1} for each species s and the set of species S(r) = {s ∈ S|A rs = 1} for each reaction r. Given clear-cut stratification of species by the number of reactions N R (s) and the number of biomass components N B (s) as shown in Fig. 8 , we restrict our study to 386 species having N B (s) ≥ 38 and N R (s) ≥ 450. In the text, we let S denote this set of 386 species. We find that N R = 6911 distinct reactions are found in at least one of these 386 species.
APPENDIX B: DETAILS OF FBA OF 386 SPECIES AND BIOMASSES
To determine the essentiality grade of all nonisolated reactions, we perform FBA on the metabolic network of each species. The stoichiometric matrix for the computation is provided by the BioCyc database. We assume that all the reactions are reversible, considering that most reactions can proceed in both directions under certain physiological conditions of temperature or metabolite concentrations [28] [29] [30] . Assuming reversibility, we also add organism-specific exchange reactions that carry any metabolite outside the cytosol into the cytosol. This means that the organism may be able to absorb whatever it needs. Furthermore, we attach a reaction of organism-specific biomass synthesis to the metabolic network of an organism. For example, if the organism can synthesize metabolites A, B, and C among 129 biomass components, then the biomass reaction of the organism FIG. 8 . Scattered data on species in the plane of the number of biomass component NB(s) and the number of reactions NR(s) contained in each species. We find that 386 species in the region NB(s) ≥ 38 and NR(s) ≥ 450 are well separated from 120 species in the other region. Those 386 species have relatively large numbers of biomass components and reactions, and therefore features of metabolic networks of those species can be analyzed in this paper.
is A + B + C gw − − → biomass. An ideally rich medium is assumed to be available for every species' growth such that all the exchange reactions, including both uptake and secretion, can proceed without limit. This arrangement is actually realized in computation by setting the same upper bound for every exchange reaction. The flux of the biomass generation reaction is regarded as the growth rate of a given species s, and is denoted by g w (s). After that, we set the flux of each reaction i to 0 and perform FBA to obtain g i (s), the growth rate with reaction i inhibited.
